Desono™
Ceiling Loudspeaker Accessories
Square Grille
Installation Guide
Biamp offers a square grille (GSQ) suitable for the Desono CM ceiling
loudspeakers. They are sold in 12-packs and can be installed on
the ceiling loudspeaker by substituting the square grille for the grille
included with the unit. Please refer to the appropriate Installation and
Operation guide for full loudspeaker installation instructions.

Installation
1. Install the loudspeaker per the instructions in the manual and
adjust tap settings as necessary. Do not compress the ceiling tile
or the grille will not be able to be attached (see [1b] below).

SPA-GSQ
Square Grille

2. If installing on an CM20DTS or CM30DTD, a spacer must be
adhered to the inside of the grille to center the loudspeaker. Use
the wider one for the CM20DTS, and the narrower one for the
CM30DTD. No spacer is needed for use with the CM60DTD.
Peel the liner from the spacer, and adhere to the grille. Press
around the spacer to ensure full adhesion to the grille.

Model

Fits

SPA-GSQ100

CM20DTS, CM30DTD,
CM60DTD

IMPORTANT: The tether line must be clear of the spacer (not trapped
between the spacer and the grille.
NOTE: This grille also can be used on CM1008D, CM608D, CM20DT,
CMX20DT Commercial loudspeakers. Use the wider spacer for the CM608D;
the others do not need spacers. Assemble per the instructions here.
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Typical installation (CM30DTD shown)
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Installation (continued)
3. Attach the grille tether by inserting the tether plug in
the hole in the loudspeaker face.
4. Position the grille against the loudspeaker face. The
rim should fit into the spacer or grill ring. Ensure the
grille is in direct contact with the magnets and is fully
seated.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Material / Finish: Powder-coated perforated steel backed with acoustically transparent color
matched cloth. Color is RAL 9016 (white).
Quantity per kit: Sold in 12-packs
Model
SPA-GSQ100

Fits

Dimensions
mm [in]

CM20DTS, CM30DTD, 295 x 295 mm
CM60DTD
[11.6" x 11.6"]

295 [11.6"]

Scan this QR-code and navigate to
your loudspeaker model to download
the appropriate installation guide

295
[11.6"]
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